Electrocardiographic interventricular dispersion of repolarization during autonomic adaptation in LQT1 subtype of long QT syndrome.
In LQT1 subtype of inherited long QT syndrome, repolarization abnormalities originating from defective I(Ks) render patients vulnerable to ventricular arrhythmia during sudden sympathetic activation. Experimental studies show lower I(Ks) density and longer action potential duration in left (LV) than in right (RV) ventricle. We studied interventricular dispersion of repolarization in patients with I(Ks) defect during autonomic tests. We measured interventricular (difference of QT intervals between LV and RV type leads) and transmural electrocardiographic dispersion of repolarization from 25-lead electrocardiograms in nine asymptomatic KCNQ1 mutation carriers (LQT1) and eight controls during rest, Valsalva maneuver, mental stress, sustained handgrip and supine exercise. LQT1 carriers showed increased interventricular dispersion of repolarization (13+/-9 ms vs. 4+/-4 ms, p=0.03) during all tests. Valsalva strain increased the difference between the study groups. In LQT1 carriers, interventricular dispersion of repolarization correlated weakly with electrocardiographic transmural dispersion of repolarization. Asymptomatic KCNQ1 mutation carriers exhibit increased and by abrupt sympathetic activation augmented interventricular difference in electrocardiographic repolarization times. Interventricular and transmural repolarization dispersion behave similarly in patients with I(Ks) defect.